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Hidden perfection in the spotlight
Ground-breaking innovations in kitchen ventilation technology provide for a healthy indoor
climate in numerous buildings in Europe and beyond: the modular recirculating air filter
®
system COMPAIR GREENflow and the particularly stable air duct system COMPAIR
®
STEEL flow were intensively examined and discussed by the trade visitors to this year’s
küchenwohntrends.
Unlike furniture, lighting, sinks and faucets, the functional principle of ventilation technology
needs to be explained with the aid of specially designed visual systems. For trade fairs, but
also for specialist retail outlets, Naber has developed informative demo centres that
illustrate how quietly and effectively modern air duct and wall conduct systems clean the
cooking vapours. Product videos on the ventilation technology website www.compairflow.com also show the path of the vapour from the extractor hood to the filter or wall
conduct.
Living concepts and design trends
®

In the closed recirculating air filter system COMPAIR GREENflow, the cooking fumes are
guided into highly effective, large-area water-repellent activated carbon filters which are
installed in the numbers individually required. In conjunction with the downdraft and hob
ventilators, which are currently in high demand, the system protects the furnishings against
moisture damage. The cooking vapours do not come into contact with the base cabinet
which the hob and the hob ventilator are located in. For downdraft extractors which are
integrated into an exhaust system, Naber offers the Turbo wall conducts with integrated
THERMOBOX. They can also be installed close to the ground in the outer wall instead of at
ceiling height, thus enabling shorter duct routes.
Innovative kitchen accessory technology is always also concerned with the furnishing
®
concepts of the future as well as form and design trends. COMPAIR STEEL flow , the noncombustible air duct system made of metal, combines maximum safety and excellent flow
properties with unconventional furnishing ideas. To emphasise the industrial look, the
elements can be installed visibly in the room or, thanks to their high load bearing capacity,
they can be laid invisibly in floors or ceilings.
Creative lighting scenarios, flexible modular furniture
The Salzburg trade fair duo küchenwohntrends and möbel austria also provided the perfect
setting for Naber’s accessories and interiors ranges which see the kitchen as part of living
®
concepts which break the traditional spatial boundaries. The LUMICA LIC LED system
serves as a technical platform for connecting LED lamps, for controlling them centrally or
remotely, and thus generating appropriate lighting moods. Small lighting features on
handle strips are just as easily integrated as original illuminated shelves or expressive
pendant lights.
Concept Kitchen from the Label "n by Naber" was designed as a mobile furniture series.
The high-quality modules made of steel stand for an aesthetics of simplicity and diversity.
They can, for example, be transformed using hobs from the Italian luxury brand Fulgor
Milano into perfect workstations, also for the BBQ, and set up anytime wherever the
kitchen is needed.

Nuanced colours
®

Testing the seating comfort of the TABLON interior was tantamount to taking an inspiring
rest at the Naber trade fair stand. The new variety of colours and shapes of the chairs,
stools, benches and tables enables the stylish furnishing of the living area, which often
proves to be a sociable gathering point. Elegant dining chairs at a solid table or
®
comfortable dining armchairs at a simple table – TABLON scores with best materials and
independent design language.
The kitchen accessories specialist also proved to be a trailblazer with its comprehensive
®
NABER-CONTURA built-in sink range which was presented with attractively shaped and
harmoniously coloured faucets. Here too, the range is aimed at accentuated design and
maximum convenience in everyday kitchen life.
www.naber.com

Naber GmbH
A dynamically growing company within the
kitchen accessories sector. More than 3,500
accessories items belong to the product range.
Numerous internationally recognised design
awards underline the innovative power of the
family-owned business which is successful for
decades.

Management
Hans-Joachim Naber is the tireless driving
force behind the development and realisation
of innovative products.
Ingrid Naber unerringly controls the areas human
resources, organisation and finance.
Lasse Naber shapes the future direction of the
company with drive and vitality.
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